
 
 

We support diversity in the workplace. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer. 

Regional Treaty Underwriter 

 
We have the following job opportunity that will have flexibility to work remotely within the US: 

Description 
The Regional Treaty Underwriter will support the Underwriting Team at TransRe by managing a multiline 
regional treaty portfolio as well as producing new treaty opportunities. Responsibilities will include but not be 
limited to:  
 

 Negotiating treaty reinsurance rates and contract terms & conditions  

 Broker marketing for new business, auditing and client management 

 Portfolio underwriting analysis, managing actuaries, cat modelers, contract analysts and negotiating 

internally within allotted timeframes to meet quote deadlines 

 Working with deal team on alternative reinsurance structures and pricing 

 Negotiating reinsurance treaty rate, terms and conditions either Direct or with Brokers 

 Representing TransRe at industry conventions, conferences and seminars 

 Presenting to Leadership team on account/portfolio profitability 

 Interacting with all facets of the company from ERM, Claims, Actuarial and Accounting 

 
Requirements 

 Ideal candidate has at least 5 years of regional treaty underwriting experience in primary or facultative 

reinsurance  

 Solid foundation and knowledge of (re)insurance industry 

 Proven track record of producing, negotiating and closing treaty reinsurance deals 

 Ability to build and maintain strong client relationships 

 Ability to analyze and evaluate contract language 
 Strong time management, organizational and Math/analytical skills 
 Self starter with ability to multi task 
 Willingness to travel at least 25% of the time 

 
 
 

Interested in applying for this role? Please visit our Careers Page to apply! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://transre.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/Transrecareers/job/New-York-NY/Regional-Treaty-Underwriter_R0000542
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About Us 
 
Since 1977, TransRe’s vision has been to deliver the capacity and expertise necessary to contribute to the 
sustainable growth of prosperous communities worldwide.  
 
Our Mission 
 
Our mission is to be the first- choice provider of reinsurance to our customers, based on: 
 

Experience                  the foundation of our long term, trust-based relationships which is built on long 
tenured leaderships in every line in every region. 

 
Accessibility               our global network of local support for all property and casualty lines of business. 
 
Strength                      the cornerstone of our ability and willingness to pay claims. 
 
Innovation                   a track record of collaboration and service delivery to support your sustainable 

profitable growth. 
Expertise                     the basis of our timely, value-added insight and offerings. 
 
Resilience                   existing to improve the resilience of communities worldwide, through our 

products, our people and our partnerships 
 

Our Values 
 
To achieve our Vision and Mission, we maintain a culture of the highest ethical standards. We treat our 
employees and customers fairly. We stand behind our products and services. We act by: 
 

Integrity                       working honestly, to enhance TransRe’s reputation. 
 
Respect                       valuing all colleagues. Collaborating actively. 
 
Performance                rewarding excellence. Being accountable, managing risk and delivering TransRe’s  
 strengths. 
 

Entrepreneurship       seizing opportunities. Innovating for and with customers. 
 
Customer Focus         anticipating their priorities. Exceeding their expectations. 

 


